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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THREE METHODS OF MEASURING
FLAT AND WEAK FEET
A Study Undertaken For The Purpose Of Considering The
Three Most Commonly Used Methods Of Measuring Weals: And
Flat Feet And Determining The Practicability Of The Use
Of The Pedorule For Measuring The Degree Of Flatfootedness
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PART I
MECHANICS OF THE FOOT
I TJ
TOC
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Next to carious teeth, tlie most common and widely
spread form of physical impairment among the civilized
people of today are dieorders of the feet. According
1
to Bancroft , from fifty-seven to sixty-one per cent
of the cases of flat feet are found between the ages
of ten to twenty- five, which, shows that young people
need especial care for the hygiene of the foot during
the time when the neuro-muscular system is immature,
and weight is rapidly increased,
2
Stafford found in examinations of school groups
and army recruits that the per cent having true flat
feet or sunken arches will average from six to thirteen
while those having weak (hut not flat feet) will average
from seventy-three to seventy- eight per cent.
These statements are evidence enough that there
exists a real problem for both the physician and the
physical educator in their corrective work not only
in the actual building up of weak and fallen arches but
in the prevention of such cases. The appalling angle
to the situation is that instead of the number of cases
decreasing the percentage is growing rapidly higher and
higher.
X* Bancroft, Jessie H. The Posture of School Children, 1925
2. Stafford, Geo. T. Preventive and Corrective Physical
Education, 1925.
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Since the purpose of this study is not to determine
the -why of flat or weak feet but to discover a means of
determining and measuring them we must describe and ex-
periment frith the methods most commonly used in order to
find the one most valid,, most reliable, most objective
and most economical from the view-point of the physical
educator.
In order that the reader appreciate to the fullest
extent the criteria of a good measure for foot conditions,
he must first have a general knowledge of the mechanics
of the normal foot. To say that the foot consists of
twenty-six bones, held together by so many ligaments and
controlled by a certain number of muscles, means absolutely
nothing to one who does not have a mental picture of the
structure of this part. Chapter II has been devoted to
Structure of the Foot. Chapter III is a description of
the muscles of the foot. Chapter four deals with the
joints and ligaments and Chapter five with the arches of
the foot.

CHAPTER II
STRUCTURE OF THE FOOT
Hie skeleton of the foot consists of three parts:
the tarsus, metatarsus, and phalanges*
THE TARSUS
The bones of the foot are twenty-six in number "with
the seven rear ones classified as the tarsal bones. They
are, the calcaneus, talus, cuboid, scaphoid, and the first,
second, and third cuneiforms* (See Illustration 1)
The Calcaneus
The calcaneus is the largest of the tarsal bones. It
is situated at the lower and back part of the foot, serv-
ing to transmit the weight of the body to the ground, and
forming a strong lever for the muscles of the calf. It is
irregularly cuboidal in form, having its long axis directed
forward and lateralward.
The facet, in front and to the medial side of the
calcaneal sulcus, is frequently divided into two by a notch:
of the two, the posterior, and larger is termed the middle
articular surface; it is supported on a projecting process
of bone, the sustentaculum tali, and articulated with the
to
middle calcaneal facet on the under surface of the
astragalus (talus); the anterior articular surface of
the calcaneus is placed on the anterior part of the
"body, and articulates with the anterior calcaneal facet
on the astragalus • The upper surface, anterior and
lateral to the facets, is rough for the attachment of
ligaments and. for the origin of the Extensor digitorum
brevis.
The inferior or plantar surface is uneven, wider
behind than in front,, and. convex from side to side; it
is bounded posteriorly by a transverse elevation, the
calcaneal tuberosity, which is depressed in the middle
and prolonged at either end into a process; the lateral
process, small, prominent, and rounded, , gives origin to
part of the abductor digiti quinti; the medial process,
broader and longer, gives attachment, by its prominent
medial margin, to the Abductor hallucis, and in front to
the Flexor digitorum brevis and the plantar aponeurosis;
the depression between the processes gives origin to the
Abductor digiti quint i.. The rough surfaces in front of
the processes gives attachment to the long plantar ligament,
and to the lateral head of the Quadratus plantae; while to
a prominent tubercle nearer the anterior part of this surface,
to
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as rrell as to a transverse groove in front of the
tubercle, is attached the plantar calcaneocuboid
ligament*
The lateral surface is broad behind and narrow in
front, flat and almost subcutaneous; near its center
is a tubercle, for thB attachment of the calcaneofibular
ligament. At its upper and anterior part, this surface
gives attachment to the lateral talocalcaneal ligament;
and in front of the tubercle it presents a narrow surface
marked by two oblique grooves.. The grooves are separated
by an elevated ridge, or tubercle, the trochlear process,
which varies much in size in different bones. The superior
groove transmits the tendon of the Peronaeus brevis; the
inferior groove, that of the Peronaeue longus.
At the upper and forepart of the medial surface is
a horizontal eminence, the sustentaculum tali,, which gives
attachment to a slip of the tendon of the Tibialis posterior.
This eminence is concave above, and articulates with the
middle calcaneal articular surface of the talus; below,
it is grooved for the tendon of the Flexor hallucis longus;
its anterior margin gives attachment to the plantar
calcaneonavicular ligament, and its medial, to a part of
Ideal* 9d& .9Lo\9<Sui 10 5*tsT*I&
the deltoid ligament of the ankle-joint.
The posterior surface is prominent, convex, wider
below than above, and divisible into three areas. The
loweet of these is rough, and covered by the fatty and
fibrous tissue of the heel; the middle, also rough, give
insertion to the tendo calcaneus and Plantaris; while
the highest is smooth, and is covered by a bursa which
intervenes between it and the tendo calcaneus.
The Astragalus (Ankle bone )
The astragalus is the second largest of the tarsal
bones. It occupies the middle and upper part of the
tarsus, supporting the tibia above, resting upon the
calcaneus below, articulating on either side with the
malleoli, and in front with the scaphoid..
The dorsal surface, directed upward and lateral-
ward, is rough, for the attachment of ligaments. The
plantar surface presents in front a deep groove » the
peroneal sulcus, which runs obliquely forward and medial
ward; it lodges the tendon of the Peronaeue longus, and
is bounded behind by a prominent ridge, to which the
long plantar ligament is attached. The ridge ends lat-
erally in an eminence, the tuberosity, the surface of
which presents an oval facet; on this facet glides the
9a 3 nocf.c/ snxja*! <
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sesamoid bone or cartilage frequently found in the
tendon of the Peronaeus longus. The surface of "bone
"behind the groove is rough, for the attachment of the
plantar calcaneocuboid ligament, . a few fibers of the
Flexor hallucis brevis, and a fasciculus from the
tendon of the Tibialis posterior. The lateral surface
presents a deep notch formed by the commencement of
the peroneal sulcus. The posterior surface is smooth,
triangular, and concavo-convex, for articulation with
the anterior surface of the calcaneus; its infero-
medial angle projects backward as a process which under-
lies and supports the anterior end of the calcaneus; its
size is greater than that of the anterior surface. The
anterior surface, also irregularly triangular, is
divided by a vertical ridge into two facets; the medial,
quadrilateral in form, articulates with the first. The
medial surface is broad, irregularly quadrilateral
and presents at its middle and upper part a smooth oval
facet for articulation with the scaphoid; it is rough in
the rest of its extent, for the attachment of strong
interosseous ligaments.
»• r-
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The Scaphoid
The scaphoid bone is situated at the medial side
of the tarsus, "between the talus behind and the cune-
iform bones in front.
The navicular (scaphoid) articulates with four
bones; the astragalus and three cuneiforms; occasionally
with a fifth, the cuboid.
The First Cuneiform Bone
The first cuneiform bone is the largest of the three
cuneiforms. It is situated at the medial side of the
foot, between the scaphoid behind and the base of the
first of the metatarsals in front.
The first cuneiform articulates with four bones:
the scaphoid, second cuneiform, and first and second
metatarsals.
The Second Cuneiform Bone
The second cuneiform bone, the smallest of the three,
is of very regular wedge-like form, the fin end being
directed downward. It is situated between the other two
cuneiforms, and articulates with the scaphoid behind, and
the second metatarsal in front..
The second cuneiform articulates with four bones:
Ci#Alift)1*1
11
the scaphoid, first and third cuneiform, and second
metatarsal*
The Third Cuneiform Bone
The third cuneiform bone, intermediate in size
between the two preceding,; is wedge-shaped, the base
being uppermost. It occupies the center of the front
row of the tarsal bones, between the second cuneiform
medially, the cuboid laterally, the scaphoid behind,
and the third metatarsal in front.
The third cuneiform articulates with six bones:
the scaphoid, second cuneiform,
,
cuboid, and second,
third, and fourth metatarsals.
THE METATARSUS
The metatarsus consists of five bones which are
numbered from the medial side; each presents for exam-
ination a body and two extremities.
The common characteristics of the metatarsal bones.
The body is prismoid in form, tspers gradually from
the tarsal to the phalangeal extremity, and is curved
longitudinally, so as to be concave below, slightly
convex above. The base or posterior extremity is wedge-
shaped, articulating proxlmally with the tarsal bones,
•si a
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and by its sidee with the contiguous metatarsal bones:
its dorsal and plantar surfaces are rough for the
attachment of ligaments* The head or anterior extrem-
ity presents a convex articular surface, oblong from
above downward, and extending farther backward below
than above. Its sides are flattened, and on each is a
depression, surmounted by a tubercle, for ligamentous
attachment. Its plantar surface is grooved antero-
posterior^ for the passage of the Flexor tendons, and
marked on either side by an articular eminence con-
tinuous with the terminal articular surface.
The base of each metatarsal bone articulates with
one or more of the tarsal bones, and the head with one
of the first row of phalanges. The first metatarsal
articulates with the first cuneiform, the second with
all three cuneiforms, the third with the third cunei-
form, the fourth with the third cuneiform and the cuboid,
and the fifth with the cuboid.
THE PHALANGES OF THE FOOT
The phalanges of the foot correspond, in number and
general arrangement, with those of the hand; there are
two in the great toe, and three in each of the other
toes. They differ from them, however,
; in their size,
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"the "bodies being much reduced in length, and especially
in the first rem, laterally compressed.
The Tlrst Row
The "body of each is compressed from side to side,
convex above, concave below. The base is concave; and
the head presents trochlear surface for articulation
with the second phalanx.
The Second Row
The phalanges of the second row are remarkably
small and short, but rather broader than those of the
first row.
The ungual phalanges, in form, resemble those of
the fingers; but they are smaller and are flattened
from above downward; each presents a broad base for
articulation with the corresponding bone of the second
row, and an expanded distal extremity for the support
of the nail end of the toe.
In the second, third, , fourth, and fifth toes the
phalanges of the first row articulate behind with the
metatarsal bones, and in front with the second phalanges,
which in their turn articulate with the first and third:
the ungual phalanges articulate with the second.
»; «
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CHAPTER III
THE MUSCLES OF THE FOOT
The plantar fascia or aponeurosis is a dense sheet
of connective tissue lying immediately beneath, the skin
of the plantar surface of the foot and covering the pre-
axial muscles. It is attached "behind to the tuberosity
of the calcaneum, and extends distally in a fan-like
manner to be attached by five processes to the skin over
the metatarsophalangeal joints of the digits.. The
aponeurosis is much thicker in its middle portion than
at the sides, where it is continued dorsally over the
sides of the foot to become continuous with the fascia
of the dorsum of the foot and with the crural fascia.
Between its cutaneous insertions transverse bands of
fibres stretch across to form the superficial transverse
metatarsal ligament; from its deep surface strong sheets
are given off which pass to the sheaths of the flexor
tendons. Expansions are also given off from its deep
surface which invest the flexor brevis digitorum and,
on either side,, the abductor hallucis and abductor
minimi digiti.
srti" 'tav 7 CD Di
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Betireen the aponeurosis and the integument over the
inferior surface of the tuberosity of the calcaneum a
bursa is constantly present.
The dorsal surface of the foot is covered by the
fascia dorsalis pedis, a rather thin sheet continuous
vrith the crural fascia above. It covers the long
extensor tendons.
THE PRE-AXIAL MUSCLES
Like the pre-axlal muscles of the hand, those of
the foot may be regarded as derived from five promary
layers, frhich have undergone a considerable amount of
modification, including some fusion.
The Muscles of the First Layer
1. Flexor brevis digitorum. 5. Abductor hallucis.
2. Flexor brevie hallucis. 4. Abductor minimi digiti.
1« Flexor Brevis Digitorum—Attachments
The short flexor of the toes arises from the inner
process of the calcaneal tuberosity and from the plantar
aponeurosis. It extends distally, beneath the aponeurosis

16-
ae a thick quadrangular muscle, . the fibres of which are
collected over the metatarsal bones into four tendons,
which pass to the second, third,, fourth and fifth toes.
Over the first phalanx of the toe each tendon divides
into two terminal slips, between which the correspond-
ing tendon of the flexor longus digitorum passes and
which are inserted into the second phalanx.
ACTION
To flex the second, . third, . fourth,, end fifth toes.
VARIATIONS
The most frequent variation in this muscle is the
absence of the tendon to the fifth toe, an absence
which occurs in somewhat over twenty-one per cent of
cases examined.. Sometimes the tendon is replaced by a
slip or muscle which arises from the flexor longus
digitorum.
The flexor brevis represents the middle portion of
the superficial flexor layer, and corresponds, accord-
ingly, to the terminal portions of the tendons of the
flexor sublimis of the hand. Its origin is primarily
from the plantar aponeurosis, and hence the occasional
origin of the portion for the fifth toe becomes
l*jqp4NpJ tWOl O.tTli J9flO^ X'JfilfitsJ'Sm ftvii T9TO i
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intelligible,. since the tendon of the flexor longus is
a differentiation of the deeper layer of the aponeurosis.
2. Flexor Brevis Hallucis--Attachments
The short flexor of the great toe arises from the
plantar surface of the internal cuneiform bone and the
adjacent ligamentous structures. Its fibres pass distally
to a tendon which contains a sesamoid bone t and is
inserted into the inner surface of the base of the first
phalanx of the great toe.
ACTION
To flex the great toe.
VARIATIONS
The flexor brevis hallucis is frequently intimately
fused with the abductor hallucis.
A portion of the deeper fibres of the flexor brevis
hallucis is frequently inserted into the whole length of
the first metatarsal. Occasionally these fibres are
quite distinct from the rest of the muscle,. forming what
has been termed an opponene hallucis.
In the description of the muscle given above, account
has been taken only of what is usually described as the
inner portion,, the flexor brevis pollicis being usually
lb 2 i
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regarded as consisting of two bellies, the second of
which inserted into the lateral side of the "base of
the first phalanx of the great toe* The relations of
this outer belly and its nerve-supply,, however,, indi-
cate that it belongs to an entirely different layer
than the medial belly. It Trill, therefore, be consid-
ered later in connection with the interossei.
3. Abductor Hallucis—Attachments
The abductor hallucis extends along the inner
border of the foot, arising from the inner tubercle,
and surface of the calcaneum and from the plantar
aponeurosis and being inserted, . along with the flexor
brfcvie hallucis,; into the inner side of the base of
the first phalanx of the great toe.
ACTION
To abduct and flex the hallux.
4. Abductor Minimi Digiti—Attachments
The abductor of the little toe is situated along the
outer border of the foot. It arises from the under surface
of the calcaneum and from the plantar aponeurosis, and
extends distally and laterally to be inserted partly into
the tuberosity of the fifth metatarsal bone and partly
TO
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into the lateral side of the "base of the first phalanx
of the little toe..
ACTION
To abduct and flex the little toe.
VARIATIONS
A portion of the abductor digiti quinti frequently
separates from the rest of the muscle to form a fusiform
belly which has been termed the abductor ossis metatarsi
quinti. It arises from the lateral part of the inferior
surface of the os calcls and is inserted either independ-
ently or in common with the abductor,, into the tuberosity
of the fifth metatarsal.
The Muscle of the Second Layer
Lumbricales—Attachments
The lumbricales are four spindle-shaped muscles vrhich
arise from adjacent borders of the tendons of the flexor
longus digitorum and from the inner border of its first
tendon. They pass distally to the inner surfaces of
the firet phalanges of the second, third,, fourth, and
fifth digits,. where they are inserted into the membranous
expansion of the tendons of the extensor longus digitorum.
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ACTION
To flex and draw medially the second, third, fourth,
and fifth toes.
VARIATIONS
Absence of one or other of the lumbricales has been
noted, , the fourth and third being those most frequently
lacking; these same muscles are frequently bifid at
their insertions. Small bursa may intervene between
the tendons and the first phalanges ..
The significance of the lumbricales Is similar to
that of the corresponding muscles of the hand. They
arise primarily from the deeper layers of the plantar
aponeurosis, and when these differentiate into tendons
of the flexor longus digitorum they come to arise from
those structures.
The Muscle of the Third Layer
Adductor Hallucis--Attachments
The adductor hallucis consists of two portions, often
described as two distinct muscles, united only at their
insertions. The oblique portion,, or adductor obliquus,
arises from the base of the second,, third,, end fourth
metatarsals and from the long plantar ligament and passes
ot
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distally and inward along tiie interval between the first
and second metatarsals, , its fibres converging to a strong
tendon which, unites with that of the transverse portion,,
or adductor transversus. This extends almost transversely,
under cover of the three medial tendons of the long and
short flexors and lumbricales, , over the heads of the
fourth, third, and second metatarsals. It arises from
the capsules of the four lateral metatarso-phalangeal
joints and passes medially to join the tendon of the
first plantar interosseous and is inserted into the sesa-
moid bone of that tendon and into the lateral surface of
the base of the first phalanx of the great toe.
ACTION
To flex and adduct the hallux.
VARIATIONS
Some variation occurs in the extent of the origin of
both portions of the adductor hallucis. The oblique
portion may be limited to the long plantar ligament,, or
may receive an accessory slip from the shaft of the
second metatarsal „ while the origin of the transverse
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portion from the fifth, metatarsophalangeal joint may
be lacking.
It is to be noted that in the foetus the two portions
of the adductor are not separated by a wide interval as
in the adult, but lie in contact with each other.
A small muscular slip has occasionally been observed
passing from the long plantar ligament to the surface of
the base of the first phalanx of the second toe. It
appears to represent the adductor secundi digiti.
The Muscles of the Fourth and Fifth Layers
I.. Interossei plantares. J. Flexor brevis minimi digiti.
2. Interossei dorsales.
1. Interossei Plantares—Attachments
The plantar interossei are four spindle-shaped muscles.
The first is very much stronger than the others, and is
often described as the outer head of the flexor brevis
hallucis. It arises in common with the flexor brevis
hallucis, , from the inner cuneiform bones and the adjacent
ligamentous structures. It extends distally along the
lateral surface of the first metatarsal bone and passes
--
.
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over the strong tendon, which contains a sesamoid bone,
and is inserted into the outer surface of the base of
the first phalanx of the great toe, along with the adductor
hallucis.
The remaining three muscles are much smaller and
arise in succession from the medial surfaces of the third,
fourth, and fifth metatarsals, and, passing distally, are
inserted by slender tendons into the membranous expansions
of the long extensor tendons of the third, fourth, and
fifth toes, on the medial sides of their first phalanges.
ACTION
To flex the first, . third, fourth,, and fifth toes, and
draw the last three medially.
VARIATIONS
Ac above stated, the first plantar interosseus is
usually described as a second head of the flexor brevis hall
ucis.. It is sometimes more or less inseparable from the
oblique portion of the adductor hallucis.
2. Interossei Dorsal es- -Attachments
The dorsal interossei are also four in number. They
arise from the adjacent sides of each pair of metatarsals
and pass distally in the interspaces between these bones.
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The fibres of each, muscle converge to a narrow tendon
which is inserted into the membranous expansions of the
extensor tendons over the first phalanges of the second,
third, , and fourth toes.. The first and second muscles
insert into the opposite sides of the second toe and the
third and fourth toes,
ACTION
To flex the second,, third, , and fourth toes; the first
also draws the second toe medially and the rest the second,
third,, and fourth toes laterally.
5. Flexor Brevis Minimi Digiti- -Attachments
The short flexor of the little toe,, which really
represents the fifth plantar interosseus, arises from the
base of the fifth metatarsal and passes distally along the
outer side of the fourth plantar interosseus to be inserted
by a tendon into the outer surface of the base of the
first phalanx of the fifth toe and also into the distal
portion of the fifth metatarsal.
ACTION
To flex the fifth toe and draw it lateralward.
VARIATIONS
The portion of the flexor brevis minimi digiti which
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passes to the fifth, metatarsal is frequently more or less
distinct from the rest of the muscle,. and has then "been
termed the opponens quinti digit i.
THE POST-AXIAL MUSCLE
Extensor Brevis Digitorum--Attachments
The short extensor of the toes arises from the lateral
and superior surfaces of the calcaneum. It passes distally
beneath the tendons of the extensor longus digitorum and
divides into four portions, the outer three of which be-
come tendonous and are inserted by fusing "with, the tendons
of the extensor longus to the second, third, and fourth
toes over the first phalanges of those toes; the inner-
most tendon is inserted into the base of the first phalanx
of the great toe.
ACTION
To extend and draw laterally the first, second, third,
and fourth toes.
VARIATIONS
Occasionally one or other of the tendons of the extensor
brevis may be doubled, , this condition being most frequent
in the tendon of the second toe; sometimes a fifth tendon
passes to the little toe.
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The innermost tendon is nearly always much, stronger
than the others; the fibres which insert into it are
occasionally separate from the remainder of the muscles,,
then forming the extensor brevis hallucis.
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CHAPTER IV
THE JOINTS AND LIGAMENTS OF THE FOOT
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The joints and ligaments of the foot will be considered
separately, , since many of the ligaments of the foot belong
to several joints*
THE JOINTS OF THE FOOT
The joints between the talus and the bones of the leg
and those between the individual bones of the foot may be
divided into the following groups:
1. The articulation of the Talus, which include the
talo-crural articulation (the ankle joint), the talo-
calcaneal articulation,, the talocaneo- scaphoid articulation,,
and the calcaneocuboid articulation.
2. The tarsal arthrodia.
(a) The intertarsal articulations (the cuneo-
scaphoid articulation)
.
(b) The tarsometatarsal joints (the tarsalmeta-
tarsal and intermetatarsal articulations)
.
3. The joints of the toes (the metatarsophalanges
and digital ( interphalangeal) articulations).
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The ankle-joint or talocrural articulation is the
joint between the astragalus and the two "bones of the leg.
The articulating surfaces are the trochlea of the talus
upon the one hand,, and the inferior articular surface
of the tibia and the articular surfaces of the internal
and external malleoli upon the other*
The articular capsule, which surrounds the carti-
laginous surfaces and is inserted toward the neck of
the astragalus, is thin; its anterior and especially its
lateral portions are rather tense, while the posterior
portion is roomy and relaxed.
From its function and in accordance with the form
of the articular surfaces, the talocrural articulation
is a huge joint, the socket of which, however, is formed
by two bones. As the syndesmosis connecting the tibia
and the fibula does not absolutely preclude motion, the
broad anterior portion of the trochlea of the talus
can be accomodated by a slight separation of the bones
of the leg; and when the foot is depressed, the narrow
posterior portion of the trochlea has so much room in
the articular socket that slight lateral movements are
possible in the axis of the fibula. The ankle joint
is consequently not a pure hinge joint, although it acts
-8s-
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mainly as such.; its movements are those of plantar and
dorsal flexion.
The talocalcaneal articulation is the joint bet-ween
the convex posterior articular surface of the calcaneus
and the concave posterior calcaneal articular surface of
the talus. The articulating facets are portions of the
surface of a cone, the axis of which is almost sagittal,
but directed somewhat obliquely up-ward and forward. The
articular capsule is roomy and relaxed. This articulation
occasionally communicates with the ankle joint.
The talocalcaneo-scaphoid articulation is the joint
formed by the head of the talus, the anterior and middle
articular facets of the calcaneus,, the posterior articular
facet of the scaphoid, , and the scaphoid fibro-cartilage
of the plantar calcaneo-scaphoid ligament. The joint is
a pronouncedly compound articulation, and includes an
anterior talocalcaneal and a taloscaphold articulation.
The socket for the head of the talus is formed by four
different cartilage-covered surfaces. The articulation
is separated from the posterior calcaneo-astragaloid
joint by the sinus of the tarsus and its articular cap-
sule exhibits no special peculiarities.
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The calcaneocuboid articulation is the joint between
the cuboid articular surface of the calcaneus and the
posterior articular surface of the cuboid bone. The
surfaces are approximately saddle-shaped. Together with
the taloscaphoid joint it forms a transverse articulation
of the tarsus.
From the functional standpoint the talocalcaneo-
scaphoid joint is composed of two portions. The first
of these is the joint between the talus and the scaphoid
bone, which acts together with the calcaneo- cuboid
articulation. It is an ellipsodial joint, while the
taloscaphoid articulation is a saddle-joint. Although
these joints are biaxial, , they check each other recip-
rocally, so that during motion each joint loses one of
its axes of movement and a common uniaxial hinge joint
results, the transverse tarsal joint. The remaining
portion of the talocalcaneo-scaphoid joint act together
with the talocalcaneal joint, whose axis coincides with
that of the transverse tarsal joint. Both joints, or
rather both combinations of joints, always work together;
during adduction there is also an elevation of the inner
margin of the sole of the foot (supination), and during
-0£-
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adduction there is a simultaneous elevation of the other
margin of the sole of the foot (pronation) • The anatom-
ical and physiological associations of the joints are
altogether different, as is also the case at the elbow
and at the inferior radio-ulnar articulations.
The arthrodia of the tarsus consist of a variable
number of single or combined articulations, since
neighboring articular cavities frequently intercommun-
icate, and while the number of articular facets is
relatively large, the number of joints is comparatively
small because the small lateral articular facets do not
all form independent articulations.
The cuneo-scaphoid articulation is the joint between
the articular surface of the scaphoid bone and the post-
erior articular facets of the three cuneiform bones; it
also extends between the opposed articular facets of the
cuneiform bones and between the internal articular surface
of the cuboid and the corresponding surfaces of the scaphoid
and external cuneiform bones. The joint also usually
communicates between the internal and middle cuneiform
bones with the second tarsometatarsal joint, and is
consequently a very complicated articulation.
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The tarso-metatarsal articulation (Lisfranc's Joint)
together with the intermetatarsal articulations, form
three separate joints: one connecting the metatarsal
bone of the great toe with the internal cuneiform bone;
one connecting the bases of the second and third metatarsal
bones with each other and with the middle and external
cuneiform bones; and the third connecting the fourth and
fifth metatarsal bones with the cuboid bone. The line of
lisfranc^ joint has its proximal point at the inner
margin of the sole of the foot and its most distal point
at the base of the second metatarsal bone, so that a deep
indentation is present in this situation. From this
point the joint-line pursues a markedly distal direction
and then makes a distinct curve toward the proximal portion
of the foot.
The movements in the tarsal arthrodia are extremely
slight,, since numerous tense ligaments limit the range of
motion considerably. The slight movements which are
possible supplement the chief movements of the foot.
The metatarsophalangeal and the digital (inter-
phalangeal) joints resemble the corresponding joints of
the hand with slight variations. The metatarso-phalangeal
joint of the great toe in particular exhibits a special
mechanism, as two large sesamoid bones are imbedded in
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the plantar surface of the capsular ligament and trans-
form the articulation into a species of hinge joint. A
further peculiarity is the marked dorsal extension of
the articular surfaces, particularly those of the second
to the fifth metatarsal bones, which permit of a hyper-
extension (dorsal flexion) of the toes. These articula-
tions also resemble hinge joints more than arthrodia.
Ossification is frequently observed between the individual
phalanges, particularly in the little toe. The accessory
ligaments of these joints are similar to those of the hand.
The Ligaments of the Tarsus
The ligaments of the tarsus may be subdivided into:
(1) The ligaments of the ankle-joint, (2) The ligaments
between the astragalus and the calcaneus,. (3) The dorsal
tarsal ligaments, (4) The plantar tarsal ligaments, and
(5) The interosseous tarsal ligaments.
The ligaments of the ankle-joint connect the bones
of the leg with the talus and the calcaneus, and pursue
a more or less vertical direction. Each of the two
malleoli is connected with the neighboring tarsal bones.
The deltoid ligament arises from the internal malleolus
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-i»XjJ0li"ii5 939x£T .890* 9rLJ to (aoixell Ijaaiob) nr. Xen9*X9
9Bibt idfiB tiBdt" azos: ?<tnioh ©gnl-r: 9X^09391 oals anoiJ*
Xi?if5ivXJ)rri 3rf.t na9w^9d X)9Vi9cdo ^Xtngxjpgil el nci^eoI':l8eC«
XiOBBdODa 0£[T .eoi aXJ\t!X 9dt rrl "^XifiXxjoXtiBg ,a ,»^XLFXBjlq
• JbaaxT 9ff.t to naodt od" TaXlmXa 91jb s-tnlot 9B9ifJ to aJnarnasXX
auaiaT a:{f to BtnazjoslZ adl
:ci.cri b9blvtbdu& ad \Bm auaiBt adf to atngmagXX »xfT
aJ-ff^rasgXX ad? (S)
,
J-xrXot-9 Xtfrts adt to eJnanis^XX aifT (X)
Xaaio-b ad'T (5) ,»&iJ&£:sc Zbo sdt bos 81'XBgB'iJ'BB adf naaufao
boa
,
atnameiglX Lb&ib3 ifi^naXq axiT (£) ,aJ"n9ia8slX Xaaia*
.aJnamaalX XbbibJ" ei/oasaoiaJiiX adT (£)
serrodT axfJ* Joarrnoo ^rrlo ^-9X>lfiB 9ilt 1c atnatnsslL arT.
sua'Ci/g ftns ,ai;9flBoXBP adt bne arlat adt dtlv g»X adt to
orrt odf to dosR *acltoailb laolfiav asaX 10 910m b
»a9nocf XsaiBt sulioddglan. ariJ" dflw baioannoo aX XIo9XXain
ax.'loaXXBm Xem9v+nX axfJ moil 89sJ:ib <tii9ins3XX bloflab ad?
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and radiates to the talus, the calcaneus, and the scaphoid
bones. It is narrower at its origin, broad at its insert-
ion, and is composed of four separate ligaments: the
anterior talo-tibial, the posterior talo-tibial, the
calcaneo-tibial, and the tibio-scaphoid ligaments*
The anterior talo-tibial ligament passes to the anterior
extremity of the neck of the talus and is almost completely-
covered by the calcaneo-tibial ligament which runs to the
margin of the sustentaculum tali. The posterior talo-
tibial ligament goee to the posterior process of the talus,
and the tibio-scaphoid has its insertion upon the dorsal
surface of the scaphoid bone.
Ligament 8 pass in a similar manner from the external
malleolus to the talus and to the calcaneus. These are
known as the anterior talo-fibular, the posterior talo-
fibular, and the calcaneo-fibular ligaments. The anterior
talo-fibular ligament passes almost horizontally from the
anterior surface of the external malleolus to the anterior
margin of the trochlea of the talus; the posterior talo-
fibular pursues a corresponding course and connects the
posterior border of the external malleolus with the outer
tubercle of the posterior process of the talus; and the
calcaneo-fibular ligament passes somewhat obliquely down-
-J"iaan2 aJ2 J-js StOTd ,nl;E2TO 9^2 te tra^cixarr ii .serrorf
sjit :aJrtem8#2X 9v*BTaq9B iucl 1c bseoqicoo el bob ,/tol
9dt t Xfl2tfit-oXfiJ ICiTS^BOq 9X)J ,Xs2d2J-OX8J IGIiatfUB
• 3^rrsxasg2X frJorfqaos-clcHi' eifJ" 6na , Xflltfit-oariacXfiO
Tr.Xi?.tits 9jl't 69tV3£(7 fu&iRSi^iil ldi&— c XaJ* *ioXT8«tns axf^
YX9^9r OTflOO J Oft' IB 92 DBA Si/XSa SaI* 10 L.09fl 9fl* 10 ^JIHSIjXS
srft o£ arun rfolifcr J-nnaassiX XBiai^-osrisoXBO 9iiJ yd fisisvco
-oXat loXia^soq arfT .IXfi-t mi. XuoBtns .teira orlJ' ^o nXsia.!
t ax.'Xai" an'J lo eaaooiq io2*i9t80c; edt oJ" 3009 *fi»m8£2X XB2cfj\
Isaiob 9dt noqt; aclti&aal q$X ?.ad JbiorlqBOB-cldXJ axf* bee
.enoo* MoriqBOs 9dt to oobitub
Xamatxa 9dS moil isnxiam i&IIziXb b at e*sq a^nsiCBsXI
»13 tttfMfS # 3JJ9xufeoXao 9dt cJ IJHB ax/XBo erfJ- ct auXoa.fXas:
-oXbJ loiieJaoq *rtt %?a£util\-ola& ^cl^strtB arit bb nxroraf
iciiaJna eriT • aJneiassXX UBlifoil-oanBoXBO ariJ" ftoa ,15X^21
aril moil vXlBJrtoslioff JsoiaXs aeeaaq Jnair-raXX 'IbXu^II-oIs^
loiiodriB -^itt ot ajxToaXXera Xsmatxa 9df 1o pq&Jiub lolntna
-clef zcti^&eoa 9d$ ;bjl/26J 9dJ to 39ldooit sdt lo ni^xsm
9d& aJosmioo bxia aaujoo snlJ&ncqaanoo a asx/aiuq laXi/dX.
i9d"uo arid" rXJitr buXobXXqib XBrrcetxa *d& 1c laJbiocf icXiaJscq
bxXJ JbxxB jbjjIbJ" siU ^0 ^asociq iclia^aca 9i(t *Ioi*tiu}
-xwob xlvuplLtio Jfsrftremoa aoaeaq tnsmeslX TaXudlt-oafieoXeo
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ward and backward from the tip of the external malleolus
to the outer surface of the calcaneus. Upon this ligament
run the tendons of the two peroneal muscles.
The ligamentous connections between the astragalus
and the calcaneus consist of the reinforcing ligaments of
the talo-calcaneal articulation and of the ligamentous
mass which occupies the sinus of the tarsus, the inter-
osseous talo-calcaneal ligament. The latter consists of
a number of firm fibrous layers and forms a species of
syndesmosis between the two bones.
The reinforcing ligaments of the posterior articula-
tion of the two bones are known as the internal, external,
posterior, and anterior talo-calcaneal ligaments. The
external and particularly the anterior ligaments, which
bridge over the sinus of the tarsus, are connected with
the interosseous ligament. The external ligament from the
outer and lower surface of the neck of the talus (astrag-
alus) to the upper surface of the calcaneus; the anterior
ligament connects the lower surface of the talus with the
upper surface of the calcaneus; the posterior ligament
connects the outer tubercle of the posterior process of
the talus with the upper surface of the calcaneus; and
-'.LrXoaXXam xfinietXB 9dt lo qlt 9xtt /noil bisrrJoBd bn& biew
Jna/uasiX eixXt riogU # ax.f9nBoXao 9xit lo 90p.1ujb tetuo 9dt o*
• geXoeiifil Xaanoiaq ortf exit lo auoJbust sxitf xii/i
8i/Xj83aiJ,eB 9xl.t aesvtBd anoiJognnoo rcuoJfiwfliapiX r«;fT
lo acfH9fflS£iX £flio'iolnX9i »jfj lo Jaianoo ^uqoboIbc erft Jbca
aiicJ'flftms^iX 9xft lo baa nc l talusI Sib XfisxiaoXao-oXeJ axi*
-istni sxfJ jei/BiBJ" 9xfJ lo auxiia arft aalqifooo xfolxi'T bnb
lo aJaisitoo TrUeX exfT . tnexna^ / 1 XagxraoXae-cXaJ euoseeo
lo asloaqa a axtnol Ana ais^aX auoidll mil lo nsdrua a
4 39X10Cf OTTJ 9df £L99&t9d 3 CXC89 ^XT^
-BluoltiB loiieJ-aoq axfJ lo 8;fxi?ffiB<iJ:X gfl£o?4tac£*? sx£T
,XartT9.tX9 t lBizii*fnt 9dt aa mrorxi 91s 89nod otvJ 9xiJ lo Belt
sxfT .adTiamasIX lasiiaoXso-oXaJ loJtia.txiB £xxb v7ciieiacq
xfoixftr ,e tnsmasXX loliaJna 9x£J xXiaXuci J-ibu one lame toe
tii ixr b9$oH£uiOQ 9ia ,8uais;t" eriJ lo a^uis 9£ii ievo sgMid
tlLt woil J-xiemagiX XarrieJx9 9xfT •JrafiUBgil exxceaaoTsJ-nl 9xfJ
-gaitaa) axjXai" ariJ lo x'oan 9xfi lo aioaluje i9iroX oxia netuo
loJie^xta exfJ ;rx/bxiboX80 ertt" lo aoalttua 'xoqqu 9xiJ oJ (ax^Xa
axlt xttiw axxXaJ" 9Dr J" lo e 9 alius lawoX 9iiS B&N|MVM tnetEsvil
insam^ll ioii9.tecq 9x£J ;euertsoXBO axtt lo scali^a isqqu
lo assDotq iciipJacq 9df lo aXoiacTuJ is&uo artf a^D9XJiioo
£»xjjb ; au^xjaoXao 9X>J" lo aoalix/e i9qcL 9df xftiir atjiaJ" 9i£J"
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the very narrow internal ligament passes from the inner
tubercle of the posterior process of the talus to the
sustentaculum tali.
The dorsal and plantar ligaments of the foot are
practically horizontal,, and are composed partly of trans-
verse and partly of longitudinal fasciculi which connect
neighboring bones and consequently reinforce the articular
capsules. The plantar ligaments are considerably the
stronger, and some of them connect distant portions of
the tarsus, passing over one or even more bones.
The dorsal tarsal ligaments are those, which connect
the talus and the calcaneus with the scaphoid and the
cuboid bones. They are the dorsal talo-scaphoid ligament,
the dorsal calcaneo-scaphoid ligament, and the bifurcate
ligament. The bifurcate ligament connects the antero-
internal angle of the calcaneus with the dorsal surfaces
of the scaphoid and cuboid bones; it necessarily divides
into two portions, , one for each bone, known as the calcaneo-
scaphoid and the calcaneo-cuboid portions.
The scaphoid is connected with the cuneiform bones by
the three dorsal scaphoid-cuneiform ligaments. The first
of these is the broadest. The cuboid and scaphoid bones
lannl axiJ ttoi* fv;*aaaq ^li9ti^&%tl L&riictnl wi i~csc
sift ocf ax>'Lst 8X.U" to eaeooiq iclist&oq axl* to eXfv
die tool eiix p.^namasiX latrrpXq frna Xxj^ioo axf
-arusiJ" "to ^IJ"isq heacqcoo ai.? fixue . t I« trios J-forC xXX*r;2
toanxioo rfoix!* IXx'Oioas^ XaxiIf>iJ«t"I*sxf0X ^° "iX^icr
ijsSvvj t'ta erf J" aoiolnie'i ^Xtnex/peaxtoo brag eenod" gfiiiocfj
till \XtfjB'j»i)2erroo sis ittjMiig rX iBtrrfilq exfT .sell
l"o quo} floe ftffifnth toertneo zi&tif Jo anTOe bnp , tp^ij
• aax?ocf aicxa nave to axxo levo jsxiiaaaq (aiAfta
toennoo ioi/ftv, »H0jlt ^ta at/iaixissjtl Xaaio* Xaa-icn aif
ar't Jbxie Jbi rifcraos axlt ifii*7? BX-'e/ieoXiJC axft f>n ? BuXa;
v
txteinj3gJ:l Moxfqsoo-oIjBJ Xxsaioib 8TB xtiTT •a^nocf 0!
atfitmiiicT axf* baz t #atfljfl|il Ibioxfqaoe-rpn^olao Xi38-rc.
triK q^fj" at r; <*ixfi© r: +n©ci3TXX ajBCiutld axlT # ^xta/
aaos^fua Xbriox) arfJ xltfjh? si/exi-oXso erf-t lo »Xsxt3 X3fr
?af>lvif) ^Il-u.-aaaoan lotted Jbiotfx/o f?os oxoiiqjBOB »j
>enroXJ80 or. xr.fonsf aire;- rj'oaa to* axic , t sncitToq ot*
ancxJioq Mcdi o-caxiaolao arfi 6hb Mo
\d aenoo' nrrn^X^nuo axit &lir jbetos/tnoo 8l Aicrigsoe exf
*f"Bli^ SfiT j"Xtf '*ii>3 [-•[{_'! * f:XJJJO«-f>XcrlqjBOS X8RT0X) 88"I'
/
BQixoi biorfqjsoa "its blodJJO axiT . J 3e.beno an* ax »as
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are connected by the dorsal cuboideo-scaphoid ligaments;
the cuneiform bones are connected with each other by the
dorsal intercuneiform ligaments; and the dorsal cuneo-
cubold ligament runs between the external cuneiform and
cuboid bones..
The connection between the bases of the metatarsal
bones and the tarsal bones is effected by the dorsal
tarso-metatarsal ligaments; the bases of the metatarsals
are connected with each other by the four dorsal basal
ligaments*
The plantar tarsal i ligaments maintain the normal arch
of the foot.. By far the largest and strongest of them is
the long plantar ligament, , which is,, indeed, , one of the
strongest ligaments of the body. It arises from the entire
lower surface of the calcaneus in front of the tubercles
of the tuberosity,
, its width almost entirely covering the
bone,, and its strong longitudinal fasciculi are inserted
into the tuberosity of the cuboid.. From the main mass of
the ligament there are given off superficial fasciculU
which pass over the tendon-sheath of the peroneus longus
situated in the cuboid groove,: and extend to the bases
of the outer metatarsal bones.
iBtnntzQzlL j>ioxfcB08-ceJ&.f oc/i/o laBiob sdt b9tzjsanoo 9im
BSit \ii "IfliiJO 1*069 tiSln IB&09MIQQ 91B 2 9/lOCf JSrXOtlSiJj 9lfJ
-oam/o laeiof) arfJ f>n« ja^fleasgJH mct2»ru<oiefrt£ Ibbtod
ijrus ircolIei'iJO Ifii iJi Bdt OBBw&Bd utii/i tosom^tL llodi~>
• earTod Moojjd
I&an&&BtBtti Bdt to BSRBd aiLt fiaerrJod ncUoannoo arCT
leeioft 9iiJ" ^d £>8j"09'^t9 ai eanccJ laeiBt an'* 6rL8 senoc
pljspiBtQ&em 9dt to 399B<S axtt ; atflames 1 1 LsziBtEtBrn-GBiBJ
laead Is8iof> laot arid- \d ZBdto rfoi?* r'Jirr *adoanncc aie
.atn-mspll
iIoib IjBiffiocr aitf nlB^niam aJnainBsJtl Isaifl* uetnslq axfT
ai meriJ" 1c j-ca^noi^a £>nB tae tbI ?ifJ" ib! vS .Joot axf* to
axfJ to ano atari t el rfDJLdtr t tnoci63iI Te^nalg sxiol 9dt
3ii$ne Bdt suctl aaaJiia J" I • y.-bod eAJ to eJnaiiiHslI Ja93noiJe
aalo'iaouJ arid" to Jno-it nl auariaolBo arid" *o aoatma larxol
aift 8/tti9voo x^9i-t tfl9 JaomlB fl^JMw aJl (X^jBOgsrfitf 9£tf to
fcad-ieanl aiB ilJL»ol08Bt XaxiUbiftlanoX giroiJa edl fins . v 9fiocf
to aaBxn xiieio •£$ xuoil .oicduo aitd" to itlnci*du& 9df o+ni
Ifliioioaat leloltiaque tto navia bib BiBdi ttiBtLB^tl Bdt
axjgnol ax/anoiaq a/it to titB»de-CLobaBt BdS *iavo aasq dcldir
ecaad artf od- taretoe bus
,
t avooia olcduo Brit nl totafrfjq
.asaOCf lB31B*St9flI 19.+ /J0 bus to
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The second strongest ligament of the tarsus is the
plantar calcaneo- scaphoid ligament, whose strong fibres
pass obliquely between the sustentaculum tali and the
scaphoid fibrocartilage which forms a portion of the
socket for the head of the talus. Upon the dorsal surface
of the foot this ligament is connected with the tibio-
scaphoid ligament.
The plantar calcaneo-scaphoid ligament is adherent
to the dorsal surface of the long plantar ligament and
reinforces the plantar surface of the articular capsule
of the calcaneocuboid joint. The scaphoid and the cunei-
form bones are connected by the plantar scaphoid-cuneiform
ligaments; the cuboid and the scaphoid bones by the
plantar cuboideo-scaphoid ligament; the cuboid and the
external cuneiform bones by the plantar cuneo-cuboid
ligament; and the three cuneiform bones with each other
by the plantar intercuneiform ligaments. There are also
plantar tarso-metatarsal ligaments and three plantar basal
ligaments, which pursue a similar course to the correspond-
ing dorsal ligaments*
The interosseous ligaments are those ligaments of the
foot which are situated neither upon the dorsal nor the
Baitfil snciftQ ssoiIit i Jrfsaie^-' X r|ioxi(j808-C9flB£'JBO ib^ubXct
9ii$ to xtoiJioc a axmcol dziltfa asalii'T.soc'itfi'Y blotlqaoB
asallJW XseToJb arit noqU . n^Xed" a/ftf bB9ii eiif 10I Jatfoca
-olefin 9ti& titlvr bejofuuioo si triemaaXX zltLt toot end' To
tn»i©jrfi?t si Jifetna^XX fMcxigfloe-oanBcXfio -cstnaXq anT
jbrue Jn-xrrJssXX istoBlq gncl extt to aos'lTtm XsaioJb 9dJ of
sIueqjBO *LeXi/oii,,TB 9i£J 10 sobju/s ttatnaXq axfJ" bcotoIxiIst
-Xaru/o WW Jbna Morfqaoa adT # .tiiio{, ModusoenaoXso an'J lo
flrrclie>xf£/o-X'!orfqB08 ustxTsXq sa't betoauioo sifl eaflotf ffrrnl
ariJ" vcf B#Jfo<f M orlqaoa arfJ f>rta 1)1oduo a ifJ" ; a .ruemas XI
erU" hstv btodsjv 9&f ; tnesu&i , i X Moxlqac e-oa/'iocfuc tatfiaXc
Modjro-o«5nuo iscrrisXq arli ^rf aanod anc iXefiuo lBcnsi-X9
i^ii&o doze rf.tXw aaricJ ttno*\ i^tuso 99i&t 9dt btiB ;.tn9£rje5il
obXb 9 tb ?i9i{T *a J"xiafiis^jtl aiio iXerjjJO'ie inX istnjjXq ai£J
laaacT i£;.tnaIrT eeixfJ i)na attiaras 2 1 laaz£5sJesz-V3ist le-tnaXq
-6ncq39i*£oo 9x£d" od" aeiuoo T.s-.I.r.mXa a ei/eiuq iioliltr t °,.jf:eir.3siX
.3*nemasXX Xanofj grrX
•itf 1o eJ-naciE^XX eeoxtt eia aJnsiLBsXX auosBBoiecfuX edT
•rfi *ror* Xbbto5 euiJ nocru ian*2axi .beta^is 9is doldrr feci
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plantar surface,, but which connect contiguous surfaces
of the tarsal or metatarsal bones in those situations
where no articular connection exists. They really
represent syndesmosis , and are found only between those
bones which move upon each other but slightly, if at all.
In addition to the previously mentioned interosseous
talocalcaneal ligament, these ligaments are the inter-
osseous cuneo-cuboid ligament, the interosseous inter-
cuneiform ligaments, the interosseous cuxieo-metatarsal
ligaments, and the interosseous basal metatarsal ligaments
The upper and lower surfaces of some of these ligaments
are in direct contact with the corresponding dorsal and
plantar ligaments.
Harvey, B. C. H. Simple lessons in Human Anatomy
American Medical Association, , Chicago, 1931
Williams, Jesse Feiring A Text Book of Anatomy and
Physiology, W. B. Saunders and Company, Philadelphia:
1932
faeoaliue *u>ojua J tuoo Joenooo rfoXjitr .ti/cf ^Daliwa laJnaXg
anc.ttsjjJ'JtB ">ao.rf.t ^X asacd Ibbib^bSbss to l33Tfl5" extf 1c
\Lls?>i x°rt\ «aJaXxa cff'itOBfirioo istuottiB oa Btedv
aaoftt cs&Trtsa* \lno hmiol bib £rra
« aXscffiiaJbincB ^nBB9iq*i
• XXa Xa ?X ,^Xtilg/l8 Xi/d T9fl'Xo rfoaa nogj; *vcm ifoirlw Berctf
ax;c9E3Q0T9tni bsnci^nsm ^Is;.'oJ:v»iq sxtJ" oX no/XXc.ba nl
--iaXnX 9dS bib aXnacnaaXX 98*nX ^xiamajjXX XbbxlbcIuocXbX
-i^trri Bi/oaaRoia.trX 9rfX , iTfarrogXI oXoduo-oscuo auo98Bc
Xa8ia^3j 3«-o»ia;o a jj© » -jeo*i9XnX fcj£! ^a^namaaXX arrctXani/o
• acfxrarsa^XI Xasia^al*r X-seacf bucbp.scis Xnl adX f^na t ei,K©irjBs2X
eiTi8jja.aa.il BaaiiX to smoa 14 aaoi.^Tua TB'trrX 6113 iaqgi> ad?
ona XaaTob §xii fiuoqa»noo erfX ifXXw JoaXaco XosiXJb nX 91a
ymtamA namuE itl srro^aal aXqmXS .H .0 # a t^»vraH
XTPX ,o^aoiiiO ,rroi *£iooaaA XaoibsLi naoXi9n».
fia Y^ioXaxxA To 2fcoS XxaT A gniilai asaaL t ejnaXXXX*
aXxlcrXsJbaX Xiil ^^rracfflioC' bits staJDnuBS «Q # W f^aoXoXB',^r['J
CHAPTER V
ARCHES OF THE FOOT
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The normal human foot might well "be compared
with a scientifically constructed suspension bridge.
The calcaneus should be considered one pier or
tower, with the heads of the metatarsals as the
other. The cables holding this arch in place are
the ligaments and tendons of the foot. The arch
itself is composed of the tarsal and metatarsal
bones. (Illustration 2.)
The two main arches are the anterior-posterior,
which we shall regard as divisable into tiro types,
a medial and a lateral. (Illustration 3.) The medial
arch is composed of the calcaneus, the talus, the
scaphoid, , the three cuneiforms,, the first, second,
and third metatarsals. Its summit is at the superior
articular surface of the talus, and its two extremities
or piers, on which it rests in standing, are the
tuberosity on the plantar surface of the calcaneus
posteriorly and the heads of the first, second, and
third metatarsal bones anteriorly. Because of its
height and the number of small joints between its
n91J3(Jffi00 90 JL JLw Tv Jn^Iiu JOOI XXHiTXJUXi x 'SETTOH 9 i- *
.ggbXid nc^oneqeiJB ^atotn^Rnoo ~<£XX30i'i2txii»xOB a dJfrf
10 '18 iq alio 6»ie^i8Xioo 9<S i'Luotin EiieinioXsD ixiT
axii" bb y XiSBUsJ's^'dra 9xi.t Tto eoaorX sdt Atfcf ,'i9TfoJ
aiB eoelq ni xfoia alnJ auiJblod bbIcTbd sif!' .i9if*o
xfo*c.£ 8i(T .tool 9Af 1o GuoXVcraJ" bus R*xx8nL89XX 9/f*
J.QB'X.BJSlJ9ISi 1)CIB XoniBJ" 8ilJ 10 x)980C^I«00 Bx TxSeJ" I
(#S XSOl^BliBi/XXI ) •B9flC0
,10ll9tP.0q-10il9 JxiS Bitt" 9TB 89I10TB nXaic ott* 9r!T
r.scry"^ otr^ o*xtX aXcfBaXvXb sb £*ib39t XXbxIb btt xfolifir
iElboni 9AT nnX j"Bli"B0XXI ) •XbaB^bX 8 bns Xfiibacc £
9ii> ,bjjXsJ nAt t B//sfxarIao edt 1c Jbeacqmoo bX Aoie
Jf)ri009B ,>t8l2i 9fi.t , 3Hi1C t X 9XXJJO 99T*1J" 9Xi.t ^JbXoifciGCB
toXiaqua exii" Ja sX JXinriiTB ptl .p.Xbb iB-fx^tgrn MXxXt fcn»
ofX^xfijeij-xa ottJ" atX Jbna t Bt fXat axtt 1c 9oa"iTixa asXi/oXJ-ie
$&& eia t snXX>naJ*a rri eJ"a»i -tl jloXifw no ,ei9iq to
auanscXBO Blfi "io ^ob^ijjb TB:taeIq Bdf no vt2erT9dxjJ
Jbna ,£xccco98 t .taitt an'* lo aJbaaxl 9xtt Jbna ^I^oXisjeoq
gJ"1 1c 98UB09ti «V X"I02T9 J" 1X6 S 9X100' XB8 "XB.t.3 1 903 f^TlxiJ"
aJX n99W*9d aJ\ri.to(, XXstsa *o TacT/nxxn 9X& fcua ti rg29il
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component parts, the chief characteristic of the
arch is its elasticity.. The part most likely to
yield to overpressure is the joint between the
talus and the scaphoid, , but this portion is braced
by the calcaneoscaphoid ligament which is elastic
and is thus able to quickly restore the arch to its
pristine condition when the disturbing force is
removed. The ligament is strengthened medially by
blending with the deltoid ligament of the ankle joint,
and is supported inferiorly by the tendon of the
Tibialis posterior, which is spread out in a fan-
shaped insertion and prevents undue tension of the
ligament or such an amount of stretching as would
permanently elongate it. The plantar aponeurosis
also supports the arch, , as do the small muscles in
the sole of the foot, and the tendons of the Tibialis
anterior and posterior and Peronaeus longus, and by
the ligaments of all the articulations involved. The lateral
arch is composed of the calcaneus, the cuboid, and
the fourth and fifth metatarsals. Its chief joint
is the calcaneocuboid which possesses a special
arfd" J.o rXtaiied'eB'i&rfo t9hio 9sit , 3J~3q tusoc qjrco
od- "^XatfiX .taom d-raq SifT #^ioiJ"BBls eft el ;fo*XB
9rCJ- naa^d-ad" drlo* oifd- al 9Ti/ts8»iq"i»vo blelx,
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old'saXa al rlol/fir tnacaslX McrfqsoeoaiiBoXBo at'J" \d
ad-1 od- dvis arid- aictaat ^I^tciup ot aXda aurfd" al Jbr:a
el 9010I h-eIcJujIeII) axfi1 nadTr xJoJdiJbuco anlleiTq
\d ^llBlbom b9£i9d&%it9it& al tmmgJtl •dT .fcavoia^?
t drrio t alsfxuB arid- .trrajcas^XX Mod-Xai) ail dttw ^r.li)naXrf
arid" "io cobti9t wild" *^rf "^Xiolia^rrl bal*ioqqjJ8 al bos
-list a rsi d"uo f)B9iqa si dfellftf jicl-ielaoq alXBldl-
aitd* lo nclane.t si/birc alflsvatq JbfLB nolti9 3rtl Oaq&^a
bluoxr 8B Molai.ta lo dnuoma na dou^ 10 &ti9TB%ZI
alaoixjanoqa iB^nalq adT .d"! atBvncIa ^Id-nafiBa/ieq
nl geloRjjm XXbieb arid- oJh as tdcis add" ed"icqqua obXb
ei'IflldJ:? aiid" Jo afloJbnad' arid" Ana ,d"ool arfi lo *Ioa adl
JbjiB «aijgnoX ai/aBno-ial Jbna icliauaoq £>hb -re. liadra
eifT .fcavXovnl anold-eXudd-iB arid- XIb lo etnairjjrsXX add"
6fta .bloduo arid" ^auanaoXBO a-dl to ^esoqccoo b! doip
.tfllofc lalrio ad" I # f»If38iBd"Bd"affi rrflll ma rflii/oi add"
Xfiloaqe s aap,8aaaoq doXdrr Modi/ooaflecXso and ai
mechanism for locking, and allows only a limited
movement. Two strong ligaments,, the long plantar
and the plantar calcaneocuboid together with the
Extensor tendons and the short muscles of the little
toe to support it.
While these medial and lateral arches may "be
readily demonstrated as the component anterio-
posterior arches of the foot,. yet the fundamental
longitudinal arch is contributed to "by both, and
consists of the calcaneus, cuboid, third cuneiform,
and third metatarsal: all the other bones of the
foot may be removed without destroying this arch..
In addition to the longitudinal arches the foot
presents a series of transverse arches. At the post-
erior part of the metatarsus and the anterior part
of the tarsus the arches are complete, , but in the
middle of the tarsus they present more the characters
of the half-domes, . the concavities of which are
directed downward and medialward, so that when the
medial borders of the feet are placed in apposition
a complete tarsal dome is formed. . The transverse
us.taalq : aol &df t ein9mas.H ariciJ'a otrT « ins&svom
9d& dtlxr '£9dtB%ot blodjuoosnaolao lafn&lq «tf bus
s>l^^il ariJ- 3«Xo3ua Jio/Ie artt boa »rrobn9J loses txZ
• £1 Jiogcu1? set
<»d xsID e^rloiB laical bus laibam ansr't 9lin>
-clfs^iifi Jnaxxoqaoo arfJ" bb 69 JeTtarromab ^;IjtJbB9i
LBtzsnBhrnft 9d& t&X 9rfJ 1c sedoiB 7©li9Jacq
hers t iitod ^d ot ba tudiiJnoo af rioia Lnrlbut x$xxcl
t TfiolJ»fiJJO JbiliW" ,bioduo ,au»nBoIso 9d.
+ *o atalanoo
axtt lo eanod lei^o XIa :IapieJ'B^9m bildt Zclb
.ifoifi zldt sfliY *1 ^89^ tuottt* bBVctoBi ad \am tool
Jool sdt earfoiB iBiriJbi JIgaoX axtt cJ nolJibbB xil
-Jeoq 9itt *A .oedc-ia seieveaBT J 1o aaiTaa s BJr.BBs-iq
J-iaq loJiaJna ajfJ Jbna aimiB^BJarn 9rft lo Jibq ic^19
grit ni Jrcf ,»J"9Jqrcoo aia a9ifoTa aitt bi'sibJ" an\f 1c
819^0BlBilO 9£tf 970ID Jf;9B9iq 8JJ8USJ
-
9 if* »LbhlB\
&ib doldw 1c eaitlvaorco aifJ t adinoJE>-lIai{ 9rft "*c
ajit rferfw tBrit oe « ti£?'Lsth9& ftflB biswrrrrcl: bato^i-lb
rfold-leoqqB ni baoaXq eia ^aet arft 1c eiehicd Xsifcaci
SBiavansiJ- 9dT .bsisnol si smob Xssiai gtaXqeco s
arches are strengthened by the interosseous, plantar,
and dorsal ligaments, by the short muscles of the
first and fifth toes (especially the transverse head
of the adductor hallucis), and by the peroneus longus,
-whose tendon stretches across between the piers of
the arches.
fojP^r' op IS'^Rflfll ^ 'Hit YX Xfi it)6 (T9 £ ) 6^*G*
lo 3*ipXcj srtf" rrestri-ed aaciofl eeifo-teiJ
ILLUSTRATION II SKELETON OF FOOT. MEDIAL ASPECT
1. Calcaneus 4, First Cuneiform
2# Astragalus 5 ••.First Metatarsal
3,- Scaphoid o #-7. Phalanges
V
IPART II
THE COMPARATIVE STtfDY
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GHAPTER VI
METHODS OF DETERMINING POSTURE OF THE FEET
(A) Subjective estimate of examiners.
This method is doubtless the most widely used in
American schools today.
The examiner judges the foot subjectively by his
own particular method. The following are some of the
methods used:
a. Examining the tendon of Achilles to see if
it is bowed in.
b. Observing the malleoli and judging their
position.
c. . Observing and judging the arch itself,
often by placing one or two fingers under
the longitudinal arch.
Any or all combinations of the above may be
used.
(B) The pedograph and other methods of measuring the ground
plan of the foot.
The pedograph ranks next to the subjective judgment of
examiners in popularity of use.
The pedograph is an instrument which registers footprints
»BierA&BX9 'io 9taail&cB avXIo
nl beau x^^blr? Jbobj aiW" zBsltduob nl boiitem
sxLt 1c 9raoe »ib ^rrlTroXIcl 9£fT .bexfJffm uelno
II sea ol aalll/foA nobrifi& snialmrjCZ # a
• nX JbeT^ocf a I II
U. 9XiJ gitxjjDtfQ brin IIo9XIsxn aril srrlvrsBdO , ;
•nolJIaoq
,*iX9».t.f xIotjs axfJ1 sfllgrjut fcns s£lv~9scf0 ,o
is.&rtu aiegnll oirt io 9rro sjniosXq ^d" xxatlc
• (fviA XentbuIigncX »xil
stf \xm 9vctfjB 9iil lo Rfirs/iBiiid'inoo XIa io ^nA
• P98tr
Xmuci5» *dt rittlnj&Evm lo aboxf^jm 79tfto bna figf-r^cbai
• -tool aif*
to IxTwxcgJbi/f; avIJoafcijua arfl oJ- .tx9ii eafoa? ,*frai9cfc9(
• 9BXJ 1o XlIlBlUOOCf qtl (
•tjlXiqlOCl 819^81391 iloXflTf tHONSJT & BK } ' £13 Bl ifff.BTSC.D9C
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The first attempt to measure footprints was made by
1
Schwartz who originated the footprint angle. This angle
is the chief mathematical measure of foot conditions
available from footprints. One method of scoring the
footprint is shown below in Illustration 3«
1. Schwartz, Lows Britten, R. H. and Thompson, L. R.
Studies in Physical Development and Posture United
States Public Health Bulletin 1928 p. 23 No. 179
2. Clarke, H. Harrison An Objective Method of Measuring
the height of the Longitudinal Arch in Foot Examinations
The Research Quarterly, October 1933 » Vol. IV No. 3.
2
Illustration 3
slgaa 3id.'T .*l$as tnl-tqtocl ©rft betant,
aacltlknoo toot ":o wiu&bqe! iBDifsns
• ^ ncltaztBLJlll at Ttclbd .
S
•H .J. f rrccqicojiT bras .H .J «crsJJiTa
3iio.tj-axi.frr3X3 tool nl rfoxA l&nlbtstIsumI m*t to +rf«t»d *->'*
INSTRUCTION FOR SCORING FOOTPRINTS
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1. Draw line "A" to represent the medial border of
the foot between the points of the imprint at the base of
the first metatarsal bone and the calcaneus.
2. Draw line "B" to represent the slope of the inner
segment of the longitudinal arch at its junction with the
metatarsal border of the arch*
5. Locate point "X" and MY" • "X" is located at the point
where line "A" first touches the imprint. "Y" is located at
the point where line "B" first touches the metatarsal border
of the arch.
4. Draw line "C" between points "X" and "Y». This line
is intended to represent the slope of the metatarsal border
of the longitudinal arch.
5. Pleasure the angle at the junction of the lines "A"
and "C M with a protractor.
Another method of judging the ground plan of the foot
is to have the subject walk barefoot on a dusty floor. If
the inside of his foot at the bottom of the instep has
become dusty it is a fair indication of the presence of flat
foot. A variation of this plan would be to judge the print
left on the dusty floor,, or have each subject slightly
dampen his feet and step on the dry floor.
Jo laL-iod lalh*m txfj tnasaiqai of "A n anil ttsiCI
.1
\0 *nad ertf t& tnliqml silt Jo e&nloq ad* naeTT^ad SooJ siit
• ei/anerljso 8xft ban ancd iRQiefBiox ^siil adi"
•xacini art* 1o aqcla aitt vtnessiqei oJ "8." anil tbtCI # S
3nJ" d<tiw noU"onx/f' BJ"i *p ^o^b Lsnlhuf f^nrif «rf+ tw»iwc««
•xio*i8 adJ" mbiod Lbb^^^b^bil
Jnioq arlJ bstsooL si # "Y" Jbna "X" Jiiicq aJsocI # *
*/\8 f)a<tjsoo,I <jjt "Y" • J'niiQ'iiji aiii' psrlouoi" i'STf'*" "A" r .
isfnod laBttBcfaJarc adJ aadojLot isiil "a M anil aiedT fr.toq 9j£t
anil e.WT , MY" JbiLB "a" eJeioq naaTrfad "0" anil wail
laoiod XjBRna.tatair add" Jo aqcla arit Jnassiqai oJ" oafmaJni ei
•do?a IflninuJ-i^ncI ad* Jo
"A" sa.niX arfJ" lo rtolfottiit a^fi" .t« affirm «rft 4*rrmn*" p
• it toazfoiq b ifJi^r "0" baa
tocJ adJ 1o nalq onuoTa a.d* ani^ni^i, borfiam -rar'j-onA
JI .-iooXI ^bjjJ£) a no Joclatsa XLsrr >D9\) dua adJ avsif ot si
S8d QHj"8ni arf.t lo ittcj^od adJ ^« Joo* lo wh^Bfi
frfcfl Jo 9on93$iq sdt Jo noiJsoiJbni iial b 3i Ji ^Jeub ejcooad
vfrriiq adJ- ag^jjf, cJ" ad folifoxr nalq aid* Jo aeltaiisv A .Joel
XX^igiXs to?idu& riosa av&d io ,10011 ^tsub axtt no *}al
.rrooll \ib aito no qaJs one Jaal ai.K naqcisi)
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Still another method, . known as the sand method, as
used by Dr. Cureton, is where the subject leaves his
footprint in wet sand. The height of the subjects arch
is then measured objectively by the examiner*
(C) The Pedorule
This instrument is a rectangle of glass,. seven inches
wide and nine inch.es high, with the seven inch surface
lined in tenths of inches. This pedorule was devised to
measure the amount of deflection of the tendon of Achilles
1
from the perpendicular,. Williams, in "A Text Book of Physical
Education, n states, MThe swelling and fullness along the inner
side of the foot are accompanied by a bending inward of the
tendon of Achilles, In the normal foot the tendon of Achilles
makes a straight line, but in a weak foot the lower end
appears to be deflected outward,"
The man who first conceived the idea of determining degrees
of flat feet by objective measurement of the deviation from
the perpendicular of the tendon of Achilles was Prof, CD,
Giauque of the Department of Health and Physical Education,
Bost-on University, Carl Marx Rubin, , a student at Boston
University, made the first pedorule which was lined in eighths
1. Williams, Jesse Feiring and Morrison, , Whitlaw Eeid
A Text Book of Physical Education, W. B, Saunders Co,
Philadelphia and London, 193
1
8.8 ,60j
s^fouJt nsva^ .t^sX^ to 9X&nB»to9i 3 sX StiBwis'i f&r ' *irfT
so^lTue rfonX rr»v»2 sift jfj-irr t fig2;£ aeXoni axila oaa -a-biw
39XX ^ iOA "Jo flOAflftJ" 9i t 1 O fXO 1 tO^XI "iO tfll/O/ILfi ©i r t « »r frR F «4 fn
XaoXa^^n to tfoo3 +x»T A' 1 ffl f emstjIJtW ..TsXuf>i/)ff9g*i9(7 ©x:^ moil
iwifli ft/iJ" :>xioIb G39fXIx;l />ru3 ^niXXara sdT" ,88*8*8 ",ooiJactf.b£
9J «t "a i'lB'^fl/ '4/lXf'/T9tf S ~'d 1)0 if* *' CO^JB **"*JP *oc1 9.tf a O ©/ I 1
I
£001*5: aoi,tB2:v{*fr orl* lo tn»m»"ci;8d»c3 9vi.t9et.rfc vd teal tall "ic
XX eatr
« t
Illustration IV The Pedorule.
t
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of inches, Mr, Rutin did not conduct any experiments
with his pedorule. The "writer, feeling that one divided
into tenths of inches would be more accurate and the
results more easily treated statistically, made and used
one of this type.
When the pedorule is placed immediately behind the
foot to be measured, two points must be established by
an ink mark. The first, the mid-point of the tendon of
Achilles as high on the calf of the leg as possible, and
second, the mid-point of the back of the heel. The center
line on the pedorule, (which for convenience should be
larger or colored) should then bisect these two ink marks.
In taking observations one eye should be closed and the
other should be in position approximately twenty-four
inches directly behind the center of the pedorule. From
here three readings can be made. First,, from the extreme
tip of the external malleolus to the center of the tendon;
second, from the internal malleolus to the center of the
tendon; third, the distance from the center of the tendon
where it is bowed in the farthest to the center line of
the pedorule. The center line of the pedorule will coincide
with the center line of the tendon of Achilles if the arch
if? neither flat nor weak.
atxiaxflJ-rasxa vna toubaco Joxi bib dduZ
bebtvlb one tad* sflJtXsst n i9&tTrr axfT .eXxjn
axit baB et&'UJODB 910& 96 bluovr asriorl "i<
b*uu bns 9bsic t '/Xi8Qii, eii"8i'a b9fB9it \X1bb9
Yd oa/IeiXcfa, <9 C
so ncDnsj 9x1.
6rrs .slcflesoq
, J81X
9cf JbXx;oxlB sons.cnsvrjoo lol xfoXxftr)
,
• atfusm 2foJ: owt eaarfJ ^oaeitf n.9dt blucii
srlJ" £>rue fioaolo ed f.Xuoxla ©no ec
Iijcl-X&n9wf \l9tsa\lxctqqs noitxeo
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n#o ©i^ ot auXoaXXfim Xj
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i'ioloo 10 15^-reX
o^oil t baooaa
exit c if.fuel sri'vt al Jba^vocf al s»19j
Qbionloo lliv ftXjJiobaq 9xf.t to 9C.ll 19 11190 axfT # eIirior>aq arid"
rfoia add" Jl qaXXXifoA "10 xxcbxisJ" ax£.t lo axiiX Tatxiso axfJ" xitiTr
m iis9XT 10x1 J\sXl i9xij"ian al
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A second method of determining flatfootedness by
the pedorule is to place the center line of the pedorule
directly behind the center of the tendon at the point
where it is bowed inward the farthest.. Counting the
number of lines from this point to the tips of the
malleoli and subtracting the distance from the tendon
to the internal malleolus from the distance from the
center of the bowed in tendon to the external malleolus,
the distance the tendon of Achilles deviates from the
perpendicular will be found. After experimenting with
both methods the writer has found that the latter method
is less confusing and more quickly recorded. The reading
for a normal arch would be zero, thus showing the tendon
to be equidistant between the malleoli throughout its
entire length.
The subjective estimate of examiners has no norms
except those in the minds of the examiners. The objectivity
coefficient between experts was found by the writer to
be .58. The writer believes this is fairly high as a
coefficient of correlation between subjective examiners
since it agrees closely with the results of an experiment
1
performed by Franzen in 1929* He averaged the correlation
It Franzen, Raymond Physical Measures of Growth and
Nutrition, Chapters I-III, American Child Health Ass'n.
*S>ili" flTOll b.iV9b 3 9lIl/(oA *IO r,ol>CJ9j 9lli" 9DC
I* J JL »T - * 1 ' J. J i 1 - * P l J. l«f Ua™ * w JLf* a >-/ll> I w ™U JL XW A TSt+ i
m
«
aimon on sail eisnlmaxs lo pJaxcLtaff 9vlJ"o©(,dxj
ivlv> r,oo oiil # jflifixs enJ lo ai'nxm 03 t cl 9510
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coefficients between the judgments of physicians on
the nutritional status of children and found the result
to be .60. No reliability coefficient was determined.
The reliability coefficient of the pedograph as computed
1
by H. Harrison Clarke was found to be .97 while the
objectivity coefficient was found to be .9%
The norms for the footprint angle are as yet not well
2
established. Schwartz found that by his method the average
angle was "about forty-five degrees," while Rogers estimated
it to be forty degrees after examining three hundred prints
taken from a highly selective group of high school and
college students.
There has been some question as to the validity of the
footprint angle. The following is a quotation from Hygeia,
4
September, 193 2 , "A footprint will indicate whether or
not the arch is flat, but weakness of an arch may be present
even when the imprint is normal. A strong, fleshy foot may
produce an imprint suggesting a flat foot."
1. Clarke, H. Harrison op. cit. p. 105
2. Schwartz, Lows Britten, R. H. and Thompson, L.R.
op. cit. p. 23
5, Rogers, Frederick Rand Tests and Measurement Programs
in the Redirection of Physical Education, Columbia University,
3ureau of Publications, 1927
4. Hygeia, . September, 1932
Boatou University '
5*J»e»l of Education
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1
Williams and Morrison, , in their book, say, "Feet
vary in their shape like other parts of the body; in
some the arch is higher than in others. Occasionally
the arch may be extremely high or low and still be normal.
Much more important than the height of the arch is the
position of the foot in relation to the leg,"
The two cases described in Chapter Eight of this study
proves, to the -writer at least, that there are different
types of feet,, just as there are different types of heads,
hands, noses, fingerprints, etc,
No one would say that the arch in a hand was broken
down if its imprint did not conform with another. Hands
are recognized as different types, such as the long, slender
hands and the short, pudgy ones. So it is with feet, yet
the different types have not been considered in the past
when an examination wa* being made for flat feet,
1, Williams, Jesse Feiring and Morrison, Whitlaw Reid
A Text Book of Physical Education W. B. Saunders Co,
Philadelphia and London: 1931
:c 59i
t «
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CHAPTER VII
METHODS OF PROCEDURE
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The testing for this study -was carried on at the
Boston University Gymnasium. The subjects were sixty in
number and were the members of three physical education
classes.
Great care was exercised to keep the results of each
examination secret from each succeeding examiner so that
in no way would he be influenced in his judgments. In
order to do this to the best advantage the examiners
were placed about the gymnasium twenty-five feet apart,
in the following order: first, . subjective examiner number
one, second, subjective examiner number two, third, the
pedorule, and fourth, the pedograph. Each of the examiners
except the pedograph operator, recorded his findings,
with the subjects name, on a three by five inch card.
These cards were kept by each examiner and the subjects
went on to the next examiner where the same procedure
was followed.
The subjective examiners vrere asked to place each
foot in one of five categories, the first group being
etc ,9£ti8n etr
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the perfect arch, then varying the degrees of flat feet
as two, three, four, and five vrhich vras the extreme
flat footed group.
The recordings of the examinations of the pedorule
-were made in tenths of inches. The reading of zero on
the pedorule signified a perfectly perpendicular tendon
of Achilles and a normal arch. In this study it was
found that the greater the bowing in of the tendon the
flatter the arch. An extreme case showed the tendon of
Achilles "bowing in nine-tenths of an inch from the per-
pendicular.
The method used in examining feet by the pedograph
was the same as that so ably described in an article by
1
H. Harrison Clarke of Syracuse University,
The correlation coefficients were determined between
the two subjective examiners, between each of the instruments,
and between each of the instruments and the examiners.
Glarke,,H*. Harrison op.cit.p. 105
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CHAPTER VIII
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The writer feels that for the use of physical educators
the pedorule will prove to he as good a measure as any yet
found to classify his students into activity groups as
far as the status of the feet is concerned,
A very fine example of the low arch type of foot was
found in one of the cases in this study. He was a Negro
boy, whose footprint angle was eleven degrees for both
feet,. Both subjective examiners placed his feet in
group five, the extreme flat group. His pedorule exam-
ination showed zero for both feet,. Since there was such
a wide disagreement between the result* , the writer
called the subject into conference for questioning. It
was learned he believed he had fallen arches because he
had always been told that he had. It was also found
that he had never suffered any pains in his feet, legs,
or back that could possibly be attributed to flat feet.
The other extreme was a boy whose footprint angle was
forty-two. One subjective expert gave him a rating of
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"1" while the other classified him in the second group.
His pedorule classification was five-tenths for his right foot
and four-tenths for his left. Again, such a marked difference
"brought this subject to the special notice of the writer.
He was asked if he ever had any trouble -with his feet,
whereupon he replied that he could not take hikes, or play
basketball, or stand on his feet very long at a time,
because of severe pains in his feet, legs, and back. When
asked if he ever had headaches he replied, "Yes, very often,"
These two cases were inserted into this thesis merely to
show that by means of the pedorule conditions can sometimes
be discovered which would otherwise remain undiscovered.
It has sometimes been suggested that to measure both
feet of an individual is a waste of time. It was found
in this study that an average of a large group of feet
would show the results not differing much, two or three
points, but it was also found that in some cases the right
foot might be very flat while the left foot was nearly
perfect and vice versa. It is readily seen that such
a procedure as suggested, measuring only one foot, would
be a very unfair and inaccurate thing to do.
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The reliability coefficient of the pedorule was found
to be ,94. The writer feels confident that after many
examinations with this instrument the correlation co-
efficient would be raised considerably.
It was found that a relatively high correlation
existed between the subjective examiners and the pedo-
graph. The reason for this is quite apparent. The
subjective examiners look at the arch itself and at a
glance can see whether or not it is flat, or nearly so.
Since the pedograph measures the imprint there is
naturally a high correlation between the two.
The correlation coefficient between subjective exam-
iner two and the pedorule was .34, He judged the height
of the arch in his examination. The correlation coeffi-
cient between examiner one and the pedorule was .38.
The fact examiner one included the tendon of Achilles
in his examination accounts for his higher correlation
with the pedorule. The writer feels that the correlation
coefficient between the pedorule and the pedograph was
low (.30) because the two instruments were not measuring
exactly the same thing.
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A Careful examination by the pedorule required
forty-five seconds for each subject or about twenty
seconds for each foot.. The approximate cost of making
one 1 s oim instrument should not exceed fifteen cents.
Classification of students 1 feet for individual
physical education can be made more accurately by this
instrument than any other, because it really measures
what we intend it to measure.
The pedorule, in measuring the deflection of the tendon
od Achilles from the perpendicular, does not measure the
height of the arch. We are not concerned with the height
of the arch if the tendon is perpendicular, , because this
is the sign of a normal arch. If it is not perpendicular
we, as physical educators, , have a duty to perform, namely,
to strengthen the muscles of the foot to the point where
the arch is held in a normal position once more and the
tendon no longer bows inward.
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